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TCS KS3 Technology Curriculum 

Food 

Year 7 

Year 7 
 

Outline of Course/ 
SOW delivery 

Key Assessments  
(End point task) 

Skill Development 
(How does this unit build 

on prior knowledge?) 

Key 
Vocabulary 
(URL link to 
Tier 2&3 key 

words) 
 The focus of year 7 practical 

work is ‘Healthy Eating’. We 
will be making food 
products that introduce 
students to a range of 
different practical skills, 
cooking methods and learn 
about what makes a 
balanced, healthy diet. 
Students will learn about; 
how to lead a healthy 
lifestyle, a range of food 
preparation and cooking 
techniques, how to adapt 
and follow recipes, measure 
and weigh ingredients, the 
principles of food hygiene 
and safety and the science 
behind food.  
 The work has been 
developed to enable 
students to learn the basic 
cooking skills, appropriate 
health and safety in the 
kitchen and where food 
comes from. 

At the end of the rotation 
students will make one of the 
dishes made during the 
rotation and make 
improvements or adapt the 
recipe, taking on board 
feedback from tasters and or 
teacher feedback. Students 
demonstrate what they have 
learned during their time in 
food technology and show 
off their skills in this final 
dish. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This unit builds on 
student’s prior knowledge 
relating to 5 a day and 
developing a deeper 
understanding and apply 
the principles of nutrition 
and health. Students will 
cook a repertoire of 
predominantly savoury 
dishes so that they are able 
to feed themselves and 
others a healthy and varied 
diet. 

The Eatwell 
guide 
Claw and 
bridge method 
Hob 
Grill 
4 C’s 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Year 9 
 

Outline of Course/SOW 
delivery 

   

 The focus of year 9 practical 
work is ‘Dietary Requirements’. 
We will be making a range of 
products that require a 
number of skills and learn 
about the dietary requirements 
of groups of people. 
Students learn how to cook a 
range of dishes safely and 
hygienically and apply their 
knowledge of nutrition. In 
addition, they will consider 
consumer issues, food and its 
functions.  
Students will apply the 
principles of The Eatwell guide 
and relate this to diet through 
life. Students will learn about 
the relationship between 
physical activity and the food 
we eat. How to achieve energy 
balance and how our dietary 
requirements change through 
life. 

 

   

 

  



 



Year 9 Timber Focus
Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4

Week 1

Introduction to marking out using Marking 

gauges, try squares, jigs and templates:

Test materials and marking 

out equipment

You tube clips can be used for 

marking out if required to 

show a larger audience view

Subject specific knowledge of 

tool names and functions for 

marking out

Use of marking out 

tools

Teacher demonstration to focus on marking 

out:How to use tools accurately and safely

What Quality Assurance and 

Quality Control are and how to 

apply them in marking out

Working to the waste 

side of materials

Introduction to quality control and Quality 

assurance: Tolerances, cutting to waste side of 

line; Use of jigs and templates

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework Complete worksheet on marking out tools: Picture of tool; what it does; how its used safely

Students to develop and understanding for the accurate use of marking out tools

Students to develelop an understanding for quality assurance and quality control and how to apply them to marking out.

Less able students will use jigs and templates manufactured by the teacher to aid marking out



Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4

Week 2

Introduction to using cutting and waste removal 

tools

Bench hook,Tenon, Coping 

and Mitre saws, Bevel edged 

chisel and mallet. Test wood 

for students

Use of Tenon, Coping and Mitre 

saws; When and how to use 

them safely; Bevel edge and 

Mortise chisel.When and how 

to use them safely

Using a Tenon and 

Coping saw safely 

and correctly 

including changing 

the coping saw blade.

Practical focused lesson: Teacher to demonstrate 

cutting and using the chisel to create a lap joint to 

all students and a comb joint to the more able 

students.

jig/ template to assist marking 

out

Using the bevel edge 

chisel and mallet 

safely to remove 

waste material

Students to manufacture 2 rebate or lap joints in 

test materials. Some students to move onto comb 

joints 

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Students to develop an understanding for the safe use of a Bevel edged chisel in removing waste from wood;

Students to develop an understanding fo using and holding a tenon saw correctly to cut a straight line in wood 

Students to develop and understanding for using a coping saw safely including angling and changing the blade

Some students will only be able to cope with a lap or rebate joint. These students may need to use files to assist them. In some cases it 

may be a neccessity for the teacher to assist with some machine cuts.

Worksheet completion: Identify the Tenon Saw,Coping saw, mitre saw, Bevel edge and mortice chisel; Router; Explain when they are 

used and how they are used safely



Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 3 Consilidation of skills from week 1 and 2

Teacher to demonstrate how to mark out and cut 

out both the comb and rebate joints in order to 

consolidate learning and pick up mistakes: Focus 

again on QA and QC measures to ensure quality 

products

Homework sheet on scales of 

production

Scales of production: Focusing 

on one off, batch and mass 

production. Constraints and 

opportunities: Build from use 

of jigs and templates to CAD 

CAM and CNC

Students to develop 

wood working 

specific skills using 

marking out tools, 

hand saws and chisels 

to manufacture joints

Students to finalise their practice joints and apply 

techniques safely jigs, templates for joints

Introduce batch production methods like using 

the CNC router though a demonstration or a You 

tube clip. Discuss the positives and negatives of 

machine production technniques opposed to 

hand crafted measures: See Learning Knowledge

Some differentiated 

students may gain 

CAD CAM skills using 

2D design and the 

Boxford Router

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Less able students will use jigs and templates manufactured by the teacher to aid marking out. Teachers may also need to clean up some 

of their joints on the bandsaw. Some students may prefer to use files rather than chisels for greater contro; 

Where a student is physically disabled or extremely able intoduce the use of the cad cam router for automated production techniques

Scales of Production worksheet: Students to describe: One off, Batch, Mass and Continous Production. More ables students to explain 

the advantages and disadvantages of these methods of production

Students who are more able could move on to assembling the joints using PVA and cramps to create a structure

Students to develop an understanding for different scales of Production.

Students to continue to develop their skills in both marking our a woodwork joint accurately and using hand tools to cut out a rebate and 

comb joint.



Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4

Week 4

Teacher: Intoduction to the Project: What 

students will be making: 

PowerPoint imagery; Working 

drawing; existing product

Wood types: Soft wood, 

Hardwood, Manufactured 

Boards: Properties and working 

characteristics.

Teacher: Introduce a selection of the wood 

available focusing on material properties and 

working characteritics: Discuss sutainability and 

environmental footprint of the different woods 

considering manufacture and origin. Focus on FSC 

wood. Soft wood- Red Deal; Manufactured boards-

MDF, Plywood, Hardwoods- Oak, Teak.

Material selection pre cut for 

students in alternative 

materials. Some further test 

pieces available where 

students want to explore 

working characteristics of 

alternative materials

Sustainability and 

environmental footprints of 

manufactured boards, 

hardwoods and softwoods. 

Role of the FSC.

Teacher to give out final drawing with 

measurements for the students to work to:

Templates and guides for 

students: Rod for each table

Use of a Rod in the assistance 

of sizing

Using a Rod to assist 

the sizing of their 

product

Teacher to give out templates and guides for 

students that need assistance

Reading an orthographic 

drawing

Students to select the wood they need and label it 

as their own. This could be signed off to ensure 

they work with care as they will discard it when 

the make mistakes. 

Safe working practices when 

working with softwoods and 

hardwoods: Hazards, risks and 

actions needed

Students to focus on marking an cutting out their 

wood: Aim to mark out 2 ends at a time: Get them 

to QC their own work and possible assign another 

person on the table to qc for them.

Lesson Objective:

Continued 

development of 

marking out , curtting 

out and chiselling in 

wood skills.

Students to develop an understanding for marking out and cutting out a joint with accuracy using the supports and understand the 

Students to develop an understanding for the sort of choices they need to make when selecting materials that will involve properties and 

should involve ethical ans sustainable factors.



Differentiation

Homework

Students will be supported with templates, rods and jigs to assist marking out where needed: Student with physical disabilities will mark 

out on 2D design

Students to complete a worksheet on wood properties, characteristics and typical uses. Differentiation can include risks from using those 

materials and how to limit exposure when working with them/ Why we should use local and FSC wood



Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4

Week 5

Teacher and students anlyse the joints what is 

going wrong and how can we improve our 

working practices using the QA and QC measures 

available. Student and teacher to demonstrate 

the correct practices to reinforce the key 

knowledge and skills: Recap how to use tools and 

equipment correctly and safely.

Identification of hazards, levels 

of risk and control measures 

needed when working with 

differnet types of wood and 

relevant tools and equipment

Continue to develop 

cutting and shaping 

skills using wood 

saws and chisels in 

the consruction of 

wood joints.

Teacher to discuss hazards of working with the 

different types of wood dust. What control 

measures need to be taken to minimise the risk of 

inhalation and skin irritation.

Application of quality 

management systems to 

ensure a high quality product

Students to continue to focus on their joint 

construction.

Homework sheet on risk 

assessment

Lesson Objective:

Extension

Differentiation

Homework

Some students may need to be shown routing a groove using the table router.From this they can then look at cutting and fitting the base

Students to complete a worksheet on risk assessment linked to the project both materials and tools and equipment 

Student joints may need to be cut with the bandsaw by the teacher; Use jigs and templates to assist marking out. LA students to be 

guided to lap joints only: HA to move onto routing and can also use CAD CAM to make joints

Apply QA and QC measures to their marking out and cutting out to improve joint accuracy

understand what is meant by a risk assessment including awareness of what is a hazard and how it may be controlled

Routing table pre set with 

router bit: Extra wood cut for 

base of box.Jigs, templates, 

rods available to assist; You 

tube video or screen shots to 

assist instruction: 5 min 

starter or video linked to 

hazards and control measures 

related to wood dust- 

equipment



Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4

Week 6

Introducing the table router to cut grooves in the 

side panels:

Video starter of a high speed 

router. What it can do- extend 

to CNC Router

What a router is: When and 

where they are used. 

Advantages of using them

Teacher to demonstrate how to use the table  

router and the H and S involved; Direct 

supervision is needed: Extra panels for top and base

Teacher to demonstrate how the top and bottom 

panels will fit into the slots; Give tips on marking 

out and cutting accurately: Use of the plane to 

smooth edges.

Router and push sticks set up 

and ready for demonstration

Develop some 

understanding of 

how to to cut slots in 

wood by using a table 

router safely.

Students to continue jointing their boxes and 

working towards assembly.

Objective

Differentiation

Homework

Students to understand the function of a high speed router: What is does and how to use it safely

CNC Router can be used for some students: Technician can pre groove students work

Students to research imagery that can be used for their pencil box

Continue to develop 

cutting and shaping 

skills using wood 

saws and chisels in 

the consruction of 

wood joints.



Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4

Week 7

Teacher to show sample products to explain the 

effects that can be created by using a laser Computer room booked

Vectorising bit map imagery 

into vector imagery using cut 

studio.

Vectorising bit map 

imagery into vector 

imagery

Teacher to demonstrate vectorising images 

through cut studio.

students set up with default 

CAD page sized to fit Pencil 

box

Understanding the basic tools 

in 2D design to create CAD 

drawing.

Using 2D design to 

create CAD drawing.

Teacher to demonstrate the use of 2D design in 

creating imagery for the pencil box lid.

Sample products and imagery 

of laser cutting and engraving

Students to create their own pencil box lid using 

the pre set sized document saved in R drive.

Learning Objective

Differentiation

Homework

Students to develop an understanding for 2D design: Key functions

Students to develop an understanding for using Cut Studio in order to vectorise an image

Some students can move onto drawing the Pencil box in Isometric and rendering in tone using 2D



Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4

Week 8

Teacher to demonstrate the laser cutter 

producing a piece of the students own work

CAD CAM room with 

demonstration set up

How a laser works to cut and 

engrave an image + H& S issues

Split lesson with some students continuing to 

work on their CAD drawings for the laser Computer room booked

Vectorising bit map imagery 

into vector imagery using cut 

studio.

Vectorising bit map 

imagery into vector 

imagery

Teacher to display exemplar student work to 

reiterrate best practice for students who need 

extra time to create their laser pencil case top.

students set up with default 

CAD page sized to fit Pencil 

box

Understanding the basic tools 

in 2D design to create CAD 

drawing.

Using 2D design to 

create CAD drawing.

Teacher to demonstrate setting up page for 

isometric and demonstrating how to colour fill in 

tone to create a drawing of their pencil box. This 

will set up the homework and the extension rask

Sample products and imagery 

of laser cutting and engraving

Isometric grid paper for 

homework

All students to complete the laser image.

Extension

Students can complete their pictorial views in CAD 

using the isometric grid. Print out for folios

Sample examplar isometric  

drawings

Understanding of an isometric 

view and how to create one for 

a simple cuboid.

Development of 3D 

drawing skills.

Learning Objective

Differentiation

Homework

Students to develop an understanding for 2D design: Key functions

Students to develop an understanding for using Cut Studio in order to vectorise an image

Some students can move onto drawing the Pencil box in Isometric and rendering in tone using 2D

Drawing an object at home in isometric either using 2D design through the desk top or using grid paper. Set up help tutorial on class 

charts page.



Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4

Week 9

Teacher to demonstrate the application of 

different glues on a range of materials: Discussing 

advantages and disadvantages.

Glues and materials to glue; 

PPE for glues; cramps; try 

squares

Adhesives: What they glue, 

how they are applied; how to 

use them safely.

Clamping work 

squarely under 

pressure 

Teacher to demonstrate clamping work squarely 

whilst glue is setting CAD CAM room available

Some students will need time to complete CAD 

work in the CAD CAM room

Table router set up with push 

sticks and PPE

Some students will be assembling their products Homework worksheet

Some students will be using the table router

Some students will need teacher assistance to 

ensure all the joints are completed

Learning Objective

Differentiation

Homework

Developing an understanding for using adhesives. Which one to use and which materials: Advantages and Disadvantages

Teacher will need to assist many students during the lesson both in cutting and correcting joints in order to speed them up. Some default 

Complete worksheet on glue types. Extend to advantages and disadvantages; Risks and Conrol measures when using



Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4

Week 10

Teacher to demonstrate how to apply stain, 

varnish, wax, thin paint onto wood to create a 

quality finish: - masking, rollers, sponges ; thinning 

Technician available to laser 

cut lids

Wood finishes and their 

controlled application

Using stains and 

varnish to create a 

quality finish.
Recap of assembly, QC measures to ensure box is 

straight.

Technician has pre cut lids 

ready for lesson

Asembling a product 

using a Rod to assist 

Some students to CAD lid

Stains, varnish, wax, thin paint 

(pre made in jars with water) 

brushes, meths, white spirit, 

gloves, rags, sponges, 

Students to be focused on manufacture and 

assembly of their Pencil case box

Some pre routed student work 

completed by the technician 

outside of lesson to catch up 

slow students

Rods

Lesson Objective

Differentiation

Homework

Developing an understanding for using finishing techniques for wood

Slower students will have technician assistance to speed them up- probably outside of the lesson. 

Stronger students will work independently: Rods used to help with assembling squarely. 

Pre lasered lids can be given to students who are very behind or need further assistance

Students tp complete a wood finishing worksheet



Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4

Week 11

Teacher led self evaluation of work. What grade 

have they achieved and why> How do they 

improve  performance

Technician available to laser 

cut lids

Mark scheme requirements: 

The criteria needed to achieve 

the 5-7 steps 

Using stains and 

varnish to create a 

quality finish.

Continue to recap QA and QC measures to attain 

a high quality product> 

Technician has pre cut lids 

ready for lesson

Asembling a product 

using a Rod to assist 

with sizing

Students to be focused on manufacture and 

assembly of their Pencil case box

Stains, varnish, wax, thin paint 

(pre made in jars with water) 

brushes, meths, white spirit, 

gloves, rags, sponges - set up 

on tables

self evaluation 

against others and a 

marks scheme in 

order to improve

Some pre routed student work 

completed by the technician 

outside of lesson to catch up 

slow students

Applying quality 

management skills to 

produce high quality 

work

Rods

Learning Objective

Differentiation

Extension

Homework

Developing self evaluation skills:

Slower and LA students will have direct assistance in manufacturing component parts either in the lesson or outside of the lesson.

HA students to devlop thier CAD drawing once completed: This could be in the form of orthographic drawing of their pencil box or they 

Revision of key knowledge covered during the project: wood types and properties, glues and finishes; tools and 



Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 12 Final Lesson

Teacher to recap mark scheme and quality of 

work needed to achieve the high marks: Teacher 

to recap the dos and don'ts of assembly and final 

staining.

Evaluation templates and 

camera

Developing reflecitve thinking 

skills in order to peer and self 

assess their own and others 

work.

Applying quality 

management skills to 

produce high quality 

work

Teacher to explain peer assessement and style of 

positive and constructive feedback necessary. Access to CAD CAM room

Using stains and 

varnish to create a 

quality finish.

Students to evaluate their work with the 

assistance of Peer based assessment

Samples of plywood for laser 

engraving of signs

Assembling a product 

using a Rod to assist 

with sizing

Teacher to assess work at this period giving 

feedback to students

Technician to have caught 

some students up by routing 

their work and cutting the 

base in readiness for assembly 

and staining

Students to complete the final assembly and finish 

of their work if still incomplete

Painting and staining area set 

up

Extension

Some students can complete any outstanding 

isometic drawings of their finished product using 

2D design

Some students could use 2D design to produce a 

sign for laser engraving by the technician.

Learning Objective

Differentiation

Developing skills of self and peer assessment through guided reflection

Students who were behind will have had the technician rout their work and cut the base ready for staining and gluing. More able 

students can continue to develop their skills using 2D design to complete and render outstanding drawings or complete a sign to be laser 

engraved.



Year 9 Engineering Focus
Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4

Week 1 Introduction to course and expectations Course PPT and Booklets

Starter: What is engineering and engineering 

sectors.

YouTube clip for introduction 

to engineering

Understanding of engineering 

diversity Listening

Component 1A -

Engineering 

sectors 

Teacher demonstration: Screwdriver blade - 

Marking out silver steel, cutting and filing. H&S in 

workshop and using hacksaw. Reading the 

orthographic drawing.

4mm Silver Steel, workshop 

tools. Screwdriver drawing

Reading a drawing for 

dimensions. Marking and 

cutting accurately. Names and 

function of tools.

Accurate practical 

skills - marking, 

cutting and filing

Component 2C - 

produce a 

component - skills.  

Component 3

Centre Lathe - pair up - waiting list. Students to 

start one on one centre lathe tasks Centre Lathe Centre Lathe keywords

Centre lathe 

processes

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 2 Starter - Health and safety in the workshop PPt and booklet

Introduction to Centre Lathe - H&S - Video 

demonstration of facing off, tapering and drilling.

Lathe processes - video clips 

(booklet)

Lathe processes - facing off, 

tapering and drilling (shaping 

processes) Lathe skill processes

Component 2A 

Component 3

Screwdriver blade cutting and filing. (Ext. project)

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools. Screwdriver drawing Develop making skills

Production Planning - Introduce diary of making Booklet plan of making Plan use of tools and resources

Planning how to 

manufacture a 

product

Component 2C - 

Planning

Lesson Objective:

Produce a leaflet/poster/PPt about 'What is Engineering' Focus on one engineering sector

Students to develop an understanding of 'the world of engineering'

Students to develop measuring, metal cutting/filing skills and reading an engineering drawing

Practical task - differentiate by outcome - use examples and images of final product

Students to develop an understanding for Centre Lathe skills - Facing off, tapering and drilling

Learn how to cut and file silver steel bar safely



Differentiation

Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 3 Starter - Centre lathe processes Booklet

Heat treatment  - Hardening and Tempering - 

Video clip - Filmed in class - Class exercise in book                                                                               

Centre Lathe Processes - Knurling, turning and 

chamfering

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools. Screwdriver drawing 

Booklet

Heat treatment processes - 

high carbon steels                       

Centre Lathe processes - 

Knurling, turning and 

chamfering - keywords and 

technique

Heat treatment 

processes and H&S  

Centre Lathe 

processes - Knurling

Component 2A - 

Processes - Heat 

treatment and 

centre Lathe

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 4 Starter - Hardening & Tempering / Knurling Booklet

Introduction of memo holder mini - project. Given 

specification. Isometric and Oblique sketching.

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools. Screwdriver drawing 

Booklet

Writing specification points. 

Isometric and oblique drawing 

techniques.

Interpreting a design 

brief and 

specification

Component 1B - 

Specification and 

drawing 

techniques

Students can start to file the aluminium blocks 

and polish

Aluminium flat bar for milling 

machine. Cut to size on power 

saw.

Isometric and oblique 

drawing techniques

Component 2C - 

manufacturing a 

component

Lesson Objective:

Hardening and Tempering worksheet: Students to consolidate knowledge of heat treatment process

Students will be closely supervised using the centre lathes and assistance given as required. Describe>Explain>Evaluate BTEC model used 

for writing up lathe process task in booklets.

Complete worksheet activities on centre lathe processes

Students will have the option to add decorative features using turning techniques for the screwdriver handle.

Learn knurling and turning techniques on the centre lathe

Learn how to interpret a given specification

Develop understanding of drawing techniques

Learn how to harden and temper high carbon steel.



Differentiation

Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 5 Starter - Hardening & Tempering / Knurling Booklet

Milling machine demonstration for aluminium 

block. Cutting Process.                   Centre punch 

block and file/mill faces - polishing

Aluminium flat bar for milling 

machine. Cut to size on power 

saw.

Writing specification points. 

Isometric and oblique drawing 

techniques.

Interpreting a design 

brief and 

specification

Component 1B - 

Specification and 

drawing 

techniques

Students complete range of practical tasks for 

both screwdriver and memo holder. Teacher and 

TA to supervise heat treatment, centre lathes, 

drilling and milling machines. Demonstration: 

Using Tinsnips for sheet mild steel.

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools. Screwdriver drawing. 

Tinsnips. Mild steel 

100x100mm. Booklet

Produce screwdriver to a given 

specification and orthographic 

production drawing.

Reading a working 

production drawing 

to produce accurate 

components.

Component 2C - 

manufacturing a 

component

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 6 Starter - Isometric and oblique sketching Booklet

Pillar Drill demonstration for screwdriver and 

memo holder block. Explain fluted drill bits as part 

of cutting process. Explain use of jigs to aid 

drilling. Use component 3 drilling jig example.

Booklet task - students to 

annotate booklet worksheet in 

their books.

Safe practice for drilling 

process. Keywords and 

components. How a jig can aid 

drilling.

Using Pillar drill safely 

to drill holes in metal, 

correct size for 

tapping.

Component 2A - 

Processes

Students complete range of practical tasks for 

both screwdriver and memo holder. Teacher and 

TA to supervise heat treatment, centre lathes, 

drilling and milling machines. Demonstration: 

Using cutting/bending 4mm rod

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools. Screwdriver drawing 

Booklet

Produce screwdriver to a given 

specification and orthographic 

production drawing.

Reading a working 

production drawing 

to produce accurate 

components.

Component 1B. 

2C and 3 - related 

to making skills 

and knowledge

Add to processes research file > Milling Machine > Describe/Explain/Evaluate this process

Students will have opportunity to be creative with the memo holder project or support given for standard project.

Research the memo holder mini project ideas - decorative features - final idea in isometric.

Students will have the option of using the milling machine or files to finish edges

Learn how to use the milling machine to face off edges and produce a slot.



Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 7 Starter - Pillar Drill process Booklet/PPt

Tap and die demonstration for screwdriver grub 

screw and memo holder stand (4mm, 5mm & 

6mm) Show how to use tap & die charts for drill 

hole sizes Tap and die booklet task

How to use tap and die 

equipment accurately

Using a tap and die 

set

Component 2A - 

Processes

Students complete range of practical tasks for 

both screwdriver and memo holder. Teacher and 

TA to supervise heat treatment, centre lathes, 

drilling and milling machines. Demonstration: 

Using Spot Welder

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools. Screwdriver drawing 

Booklet

Produce screwdriver to a given 

specification and orthographic 

production drawing.

Reading a working 

production drawing 

to produce accurate 

components.

Component 1B. 

2C and 3 - related 

to making skills 

and knowledge

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 8 Starter - Disassembly Booklet / PPt

Disassembly demonstration. Students to pair up 

and perform a disassembly of a given product. 

Students will need to record details about the 

parts. Focus given to proprietary components.

Products to disassemble 

(Motor vehicle or scooter) 

Booklet task to record the 

parts and features

Tools required for disassembly 

and the features that can be 

recorded.

Disassembly and 

assembly of a given 

product.

Component 2B - 

disassembly

Students complete range of practical tasks for 

both screwdriver and memo holder. Teacher and 

TA to supervise heat treatment, centre lathes, 

drilling and milling machines.

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools & machines. Screwdriver 

drawing Booklet

Cutting & filing, Hardening & 

tempering, Lathe work, pillar 

drill, milling, tap&die, tinsnips, 

spot welding

Range of making skills 

related to 

screwdriver and 

memo holder 

projects

Component 1B. 

2C and 3 - related 

to making skills 

and knowledge

Develop understanding of using the pillar drill safely and accurately

Add to processes research file > Centre lathe Knurling & Turning > Describe/Explain/Evaluate this process

Pillar drill task will be differentiated according to BTEC model Describe > Explain > Evaluate

Add to processes research file > Pillar Drill > Describe/Explain/Evaluate this process

Develop understanding of using the tap and die set

Students will start with tapping a 4mm hole but can try 5mm or 6mm if necessary.



Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 9 Starter - Material properties Booklet/PPt

Material task - focus metal - Aluminium and mild 

steel key properties. Ferrous and non ferrous 

metals. Applications - Scooter example. Booklet - task. Ppt - examples

Key properties of materials - 

ferrous and non ferrous

Applying knowledge 

to real life product 

applications

Component 2A - 

Processes

Students complete range of practical tasks for 

both screwdriver and memo holder. Teacher and 

TA to supervise heat treatment, centre lathes, 

drilling and milling machines. Student disassembly 

tasks.                                Introduce Mv tour of 

workshop.

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools & machines. Screwdriver 

drawing. Disassembly task. 

Booklet

Cutting & filing, Hardening & 

tempering, Lathe work, pillar 

drill, milling, tap&die, tinsnips, 

spot welding.          Disassembly 

techniques.       Principles of Mv 

course.

Range of making skills 

related to 

screwdriver and 

memo holder 

projects. Disassembly 

skills. Mv - changing a 

tyre

Component 1B. 

2C and 3 - related 

to making skills 

and knowledge

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 10 Starter - Materials - Plastics Booklet

Material task - focus plastic - Nylon and 

Polyurethane key properties. Thermoplastics and 

thermosetting. Applications - Scooter example. Booklet - task. Ppt - examples

Key properties of materials - 

ferrous and non ferrous

Applying knowledge 

to real life product 

applications

Component 2A - 

Processes

For disassembly task students will follow BTEC model of Describe parts > Explain Purpose > Evaluate (link parts together)

Develop understanding of a disassembly process

Develop understanding of material properties and their applications - metal

Proprietary components task: Use IT to access worksheet on main components.

Materials task will be differentiated according to BTEC model Describe > Explain > Evaluate

Materials: Aluminium and Mild Steel properties worksheet



Students complete range of practical tasks for 

both screwdriver and memo holder. Teacher and 

TA to supervise heat treatment, centre lathes, 

drilling and milling machines. Student disassembly 

tasks.                                Mv tour of workshop. 

Small groups.

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools & machines. Screwdriver 

drawing. Disassembly task. 

Booklet

Cutting & filing, Hardening & 

tempering, Lathe work, pillar 

drill, milling, tap&die, tinsnips, 

spot welding.          Disassembly 

techniques.       Principles of Mv 

course.

Range of making skills 

related to 

screwdriver and 

memo holder 

projects. Disassembly 

skills. Mv - changing a 

tyre

Component 1B. 

2C and 3 - related 

to making skills 

and knowledge

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 11 Starter - What is CAD? Booklet/PPt

Introduction / revision Autodesk - students to 

develop their understanding and skill of using 

Autodesk to model design concepts. Help sheets/booklet

Basic and more advanced 

functions of Autodesk Fusion 

360.

Producing 3D CAD 

models of design 

concepts

Component 1B - 

Design an 

engineered 

product

Students complete range of practical tasks for 

both screwdriver and memo holder. Teacher and 

TA to supervise heat treatment, centre lathes, 

drilling and milling machines. Student disassembly 

tasks.                                Mv tour of workshop. 

Small groups.                 When students have 

completed the practical tasks they can choose: 

CAD/Materials/Processes/Proprietary tasks.  

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools & machines. Screwdriver 

drawing. Disassembly task. 

Booklet

Cutting & filing, Hardening & 

tempering, Lathe work, pillar 

drill, milling, tap&die, tinsnips, 

spot welding.          Disassembly 

techniques.       Principles of Mv 

course.

Range of making skills 

related to 

screwdriver and 

memo holder 

projects. Disassembly 

skills. Mv - changing a 

tyre

Component 1B. 

2C and 3 - related 

to making skills 

and knowledge

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation 3D CAD tasks can vary from basic to more advanced tool functions.

Develop understanding of 3D CAD modelling using Autodesk Fusion 360

Develop understanding of material properties and their applications - plastics

Materials: Nylon and Polyurethane properties worksheet

Materials task will be differentiated according to BTEC model Describe > Explain > Evaluate



Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 12 Starter - Orthographic Projection Booklet

Third Angle Orthographic Projection task. Hand 

drawn or using 2D-Design. Booklet task. 

Learn principles of 

orthographic projection

Produce orthographic 

projection of a given 

object.

Component 1B - 

CAD design of 

final idea. 

Interpreting data 

for Component 3.

Students complete range of practical tasks for 

both screwdriver and memo holder. Teacher and 

TA to supervise heat treatment, centre lathes, 

drilling and milling machines. Student disassembly 

tasks.                                Mv tour of workshop. 

Small groups.                 When students have 

completed the practical tasks they can choose: 

CAD/Materials/Processes/Proprietary tasks.  

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools & machines. Screwdriver 

drawing. Disassembly task. 

Booklet

Cutting & filing, Hardening & 

tempering, Lathe work, pillar 

drill, milling, tap&die, tinsnips, 

spot welding.          Disassembly 

techniques.       Principles of Mv 

course.

Range of making skills 

related to 

screwdriver and 

memo holder 

projects. Disassembly 

skills. Mv - changing a 

tyre

Component 1B. 

2C and 3 - related 

to making skills 

and knowledge

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Lesson Tasks Resources Learning knowledge Skills Links to KS4
Week 13 Starter - Interpretation of Data Booklet

Interpreting data task - example from component 

3 exam questions. Booklet task. PPt

Comparing trends, identify 

anomalies, drawing 

conclusions, making 

recommendations

Interpreting any 

given set of data

Component 3 - 

Interpretation of 

data

Sketching task - Improving a given design - Example Screwdriver Holder - Component 3 Exam Question

Students can be given a range of different objects to be drawn in third angle projection.

Develop understanding of producing a third angle orthographic projection

Plot a graph from given data and summarise/evaluate - Component 3 example



Students complete range of practical tasks for 

both screwdriver and memo holder. Teacher and 

TA to supervise heat treatment, centre lathes, 

drilling and milling machines. Student disassembly 

tasks.                                Mv tour of workshop. 

Small groups.                 When students have 

completed the practical tasks they can choose: 

CAD/Materials/Processes/Proprietary tasks. 

Assessment of final making products. 

4mm Silver Steel, 16mm 

Aluminium bar, workshop 

tools & machines. Screwdriver 

drawing. Disassembly task. 

Booklet

Cutting & filing, Hardening & 

tempering, Lathe work, pillar 

drill, milling, tap&die, tinsnips, 

spot welding.          Disassembly 

techniques.       Principles of Mv 

course.

Range of making skills 

related to 

screwdriver and 

memo holder 

projects. Disassembly 

skills. Mv - changing a 

tyre

Component 1B. 

2C and 3 - related 

to making skills 

and knowledge

Lesson Objective:

Differentiation

Homework

Mark scheme from component 3 can be used to set level of questioning

Learn how to interpret engineering data  and draw conclusions
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